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National Conference on Peace, Prosperity and Happiness

2B't' -29"' September, 201I

Dear Sir/Mam

We, at the Research Wing of Chaitanya Academy,. feel profoundly gratified to share that
we itave been grandly successful in organizing four national residential seminars on

"Illuminating Lives: Internal to lnternational" (dated 5th& 6trr Sept. 2014),

"Rediscovering the Path to Prosperity" (dated 2nd and 3td Oct. 2015), Positive Action
for National Transformation (dated 16th and 17'h Sept., 2016) and "Transformation of
Nepal: From Rhetoric to Reatity"(dated 8ft and 9th or Sept., 2OI7), hitherto. Such
programs are targeted to bring the consent of the experts of various fields for Nation-
Building; encouraged by the overwhelming response from the participants and observers,

and based on our own analysis on the need to continue with such programs, we are in the

course of conducting yet another National conference with the technical support with
Easti"'rn Research Institute of Positive Science (E.RIPS) on the theme "National
Conference on Peaceo Prosperity and Happiness" on 28ft andzgth Sep, 2018.

As announced by the government of Nepal the conference aims to follow the spirit of
government's announcement Happy Nepali and Prosperous Nepal. The veterans of
policy formulation, planning and administration, Politician and Scholars with proven
research and knowledge in these areas will be our speakers.

We request you to nominate participants from your esteemed organization on this
seminar of high academic and pragmatic value. The schedule of the seminar is attached
herewith.

About the Conference

The seminar is a part of Chaitanya's annual events. It aspires to posit Nepal via-as-vis the
recent political changes that have come into the country, bringing home several chapters
of hopes and aspirations, and simultaneously, some degree of apprehension, doubt and
challenges. Though federalism aims to enable and enhance the capacity of its every
citizen, the flourished pace of development is yet determined by various factors, tangible
and intangible. There is no option to development; the only worry is to discover the right
tool to make it happen. We believe this workable and pragmatic tool to take Nepal to the
pinnacle of development can come out of deliberate discussion and brainstorming. Just as
an endeavor toward the good-governance, the government of Nepal has announced
"Prosperous Nepal, Happy Nepali" as its motto, we aspire to do the same through this



seminar-fletching the consent of the veterans of various fields. Participants rvill identify
both prospects and bottlenecks on the path of Nepal's progress and we believe that this
seminar rvill enable them to explore the prospects of prosperous Nepal fiom numerous
dimensions and institutionalize them sustainably in the dew federal-structure

After the promulgation of new constitution20T2 in Nepal; the major national agenda has

been shifted from political stability to sustainable and rapid economic and social
deve'lopnlent of the country. The new constitution has been institutionalized the federal

republic of democratic Nepal. The new setup of the ruling system has been allowing
margrnalized and back warded community to be a part of the governing sys.tem. The
political rights of all segments of the people has been ensured by the new constitutions.
The recent election of all 3 tires governing system have been created wide space for local
people to be participated in the sustainable economic development process of the country.
Now, the peace, prosperity and happiness are the central agenda for the country. As we

stand on the threshold of the new political system, it is high time to look lbrward and

design the new methodologies for people's participation in the development process for
the hright future for the country and people. To make the country more vibrant and

successful every organization need to be contributed for the positive causes to build the
peace, prosperous and happy society in Nepal.

To contribute the government initiatives for peace, prosperity and happiness, the

Chaitanya Academy Nepal has been organizing a national conference every year as part

of corporate social responsibility. The 4'h series of the conferences have been

accomplished successfully and this year conference on "Peace, Prosperity and
Happiness has been proposed on 28th -291h of September. T'he Eastern Research Institute
of Positive Science will be also provide technical support to Seminar.

The 5'h Chaitanya Conference aims to bring together leading development experts,

scientists, researchers, policy makers, scholars to exchange and their experiences and

research findings. It also provides an interdisciplinary platform for policy makers,
researchers and practitioners to present and discuss most recent innovation, trends as well
as practices in the field of peace, prosperity and happiness. The themes of conference
search linkages with the policy reforms, economic growth, good governance, policy
formation, climate change and sustainable development etc. The conference will search

the way forward for appropriate modeJs of country's development.



This grand rnnual progl'arn also aints to:

. Ili-ehlight on the pivotal aspecrts of bringing prosperitv via policy cliscLrssion.
formulati on and irnpl ementation.

e Impart knowledge; develop strategies and tcchniques atnong the participants fbr the

0rganization's Profile:

Chaitanya Academy Nepal
Chaitanya Academy is an independent organization working in the field of academic
research and human resource development. Its Research Wing is a new inception,
incorporating people of national and international repute. It conducts independent and
collaborative researches on various aspects of national life, publishes its research findings
and directs the agencies' concern to revie\,, revise or amend its policies for the larger
benefit of the nation. It conducts workshops and seminars across the country and
contributes to the development of human capital.

At a time when the world is growing more and more complex and competitive, and the
job market is shrinking because of technical surpassing, we believe that we have been
successful in bridging the gap between the times. Unless there are professionally
proficient poople, the placement of an individual will be neither attainable nor retainable.

The productivity proficiency of the trained people is rated higher in comparison to tyro or
greenhorn. Hence grooming self with sellable technical cum market-sought skills as per
the need of minute and public sentiment is the key need. Every growing human resource
should keep on ruminating and strangling through; and we are assisting the people in the
very course of life.

Hence, any attempt in equipping people with desired skills in market is of course an

affempt of welcome move. We, Chaitanya, are dedicated to empowering human
resources of different fields with those desirable skills and features. Through various
profossional courses we have been delivering in close netw,ork of distinguished faculties
in the nation. To conclude, we are a skill enhancement and research service-provider in
various fields besides regular operation of professional classes and other trainings related
to life skills.

a

a



Eastcrn Research Institute of Positive Science (ERIPS)

ERIPS is dynamic and innovative center for professional learning and development for positive
transformation of individual/family/organization or society. ERIPS is about empowering an
authentic and sustainable positive transformation of individuals, families, communities,
organizations and society through strength based approach, appreciative inquiry, positive
psychology and eastern philosophy. It focuses on strengths, abilities and potential rather than
problems,"deficits and pathologies. ERIPS offer the life changing courses that helps to discover
and strengthen the positive cores, strengths, potential and expertise of participants or
organizations. ERIPS facilitates on paradigm shift in the sustainable organizational development:
a radical departure from traditional deficit-based change to a positive, strength-based change
approach, which creates conducive conditions and processes that contribute to the flourishing or
optimai functioning of people, groups and institutions.

Objectives:

The main objective of the conference is to thrash out on various models of the

development for Nepal which can lead nation towards Peace, Prosperity and Happiness

and recommend most appropriate one to the government that facilitate to implement

government motto "Prosperous Nepal and Happy Nepali".

Kev Details
Seminar Theme :"National Seminar on Peace, Prosperity and Happiness"
Date : 28th &zgth September,20lSll2th and l3thAsoj,2075
Venue : Mirabel Resort, Dhulikhel
Participants: Government Officials/ Corporate employee/ Bankers/

Professionals from any sectorlBusinessmen/Policy
Makers, Planners/academicians,
/Journalists/Diplomats/Aware Citizens

Participation fee : Rs. 15,000 (Exclusive of VAT)



Proposed Program Schedulc:

Day : l, Friday 28"' Sep, 20lS (2075, Asoj 12)

Time Activities Topic Expert/Speaker

l2:00 to l:00 PM Travelling from Ktm to Dhulikhel Lodge Resort

l:00 to 2:00 PM Registration and Welcorne Drink

2:00 to 2:30 Inaugural Ceremony of the seminar

Proposed Chief Guest :

Hon. Nanda Kishor Pun, Vice-President

2:30-3:30 PM Expert Speech : The root causes of Peace, Prosperity and Happiness in
Nepal: Learning from the past and way forward for future

Prospective Speakers:

Dr. Swarnim Wagle, Former Vice President of NPC

Hon. Rabindra Adhikari, Minister of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation

3:30 to 5:30 PM Initiatives and Roadmaps of Happy Nepali and Prosperous Nepal

Group discussion and participants'view : 30 minutes

Panel discussion : 1:30 mins

Panelist :

Hon. Rabindra Adhikari, Minister of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation

Dr. Bimal Koirala

Prof. Dr. Jib Raj Pokhrel, Vice {hancellor, NAST

Dr. Swarnim Wagle, Former VC, NPC

Dr. Chintamani Yogi, Spiritual Leader, Educationist

AniChoying Dolma

Moderator : Mr. Rup Narayan Khatiwada



5:30 to 5:45 PM Photo Session

5:45 to 6:00 Room Allocation

6:00 to 8:00 PM Social hours with Cultural Program

8:00 to 9:00 PM Dinner

DAY-ll Saturday 2q-tSep, 2018 (2075, A*jl,

6:00 to 7:30 AM Yoga and Meditation Dr. Dipak Sharma

7:30 to 8:00 AM Refreshment

8:00 to 9:00 AM Break fast

9:00 to I 1:00 AM Achieving Peace, Prosperity and Happiness from the prospective of
social values
Group Discussion : 30 mins
Pannell discussion I :30hrs
Panelist:
Hon. Minister Gokama Bista, Minister of labor, employment and social
security
Dr. Bishnu Raj Uprety
Dr. Bidhyanth Koirala
DilliChaudharya
UN Head for Nepal
Moderator: Dr. RC Lamichhane

11:00 to 11:15 PM Tea Break

I I :15 to l:15 PM Reconciliation of Politics for peace, prosperity and happiness

Good Govemance and Federalism

Group Discussion : 30 mins

Pannell discussion l:30 hrs
Panelist:
Umesh Mainali, Chairman of PSC
Pratap Kumar Pathak, Former Secretary
Dr. Hira Mani Ghimire, Research Expert
Dinesh Thapaliya, Secretary of Ministry of Federal Affairs
Bishwo Praksh Sharma, Leader NC
Manish Chandra Suman, Leader RJP
Ghanshyam Bhusal, Leader NCP
Dr. Surya Raj Acharya, Bibekshil Sajha
Moderator : Dr. Narayan Pd. Regmi



l:15-2:15 PM Lunch Break

2:15 to 4:15 PM Role of Non state actors for Peact:, Prosperity and Happiness

Madhu Raman Acharya, Formcr Secretary

Dr. Bishow Paudyal

GopiNath Mainali. Secretary of GoN

Bhawani Rana, FNCCI

Dr. Hari Krishna Upadhyay/Ram Chandra Uprty/ DB Basnet

Anupama Khunjeli, CEo, Mega

Moderator : Tika Ram Yatri

4:15 to 5:15 PM Deceleration and closing ceremony
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Ganesh Prasad
Chief Executiv

Yours sincerely,

Joshi
e Officer

Contact: Ganesh Joshi, 9851146100
Office: 47 8L7 L4, 4782427, 47 87235

Dr. Birnal Koirala
Conference Chairperson

Former Chief Secretary

For your nornination in the conference you can send e-mail with authorized letter from
your office on :

cimnepal@gmail.com


